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Pharmacy school awarded for community service
BY RYAN GROVER
drgrover08@gmail.com

The University of Mississippi
School of Pharmacy has once
again been recognized as one
of the nation’s top pharmacy
schools, accepting the American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy’s Lawrence C. Weaver
Transformative Community Service Award.
The Weaver Award is given
once a year to a pharmacy program that is active in community
outreach. This involves many different “spectrums of research,
innovative community services,
patient care and education-related outreach,” said David Allen,
dean of the School of Pharmacy.
“The school and university have
a major commitment to service,
patient care and giving back to
our community.”
The principal project that the
AACP said was most notable for
the award was a project headed
by the School of Pharmacy that
assisted community health centers in 11 counties in the Delta.
Faculty members went to the
aid of thousands of people in the
Delta, where poverty and diabetes
levels are well above the national
average. Allen said “this particular project has had a significant
impact on the lives of Mississippians and knowledge of diseases
that impact them individually. It’s
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Pharmacy school students offer a free blood pressure screening. The School of Pharmacy was recently awarded the Lawrence C. Weaver Transformative Community Service Award.

a great way to give back.”
The school also serviced the Viking Range Corporation, checking diabetes for faculty-screened
employees.
Students are also very proud of
the school’s efforts.
“The University of Mississippi
School of Pharmacy is the best in
the nation, so I wasn’t surprised
when it was awarded the Lawrence C. Weaver Transformative

Community Service Award,”
freshman pharmacy major Dai
Nguyen said. “The School of
Pharmacy excels both in and out
of the classroom. The school received this award because it did
an outstanding job of helping out
the community. I’m happy that
the School of Pharmacy received
this award, and I’m looking forward to the many more awards
that the school will receive in the

future.”
“We have a truly extraordinary
team working on these projects,”
said Leigh Ann Ross, associate
dean for clinical affairs and chair
of pharmacy practice. “Our faculty and community partners
are committed to helping others,
and this award is a reflection of
their hard work over the past few
years.”
Allen also thanked the univer-

sity for supporting the program.
“We receive a lot of support
from the school in order for us
to do these sorts of things,” he
said. “I couldn’t be more proud
of our school and our faculty for
being part of these programs and
recognized for the great work
they have done and for the great
impact they’ve had. It is a great
honor to have been recognized
on a national level like this.”

Ole Miss receives grant from FEMA to upgrade mitigation plan
BY BRACEY HARRIS
braceyh@gmail.com

The Mississippi Emergency
Management Agency and
FEMA have awarded the
University of Mississippi an
$84,344 grant to continue researching ways to upgrade the
university’s Natural Hazards
Mitigation Plan.
In 2006, Ole Miss became
the first college in the state to
form and have a mitigation
plan approved. The Mississippi Institutions of Higher
Learning now requires each
public university to have such
a plan in place.
Charles Swann, associate
director at the Mississippi
Mineral Resources Institute

inside

and Earthquakes Preparedness, said mitigation focuses
on preparation, not response.
“Mitigation (consists of)
things that we can do now to
lessen the impact of a hazard
that may occur in the future,”
he said.
Chris Mullen, interim chair
of the civil engineering department at Ole Miss, said
there are several reasons the
plan needs to be upgraded.
Buildings that were built in
the years since the first plan’s
approval, such as the Robert
C. Khayat Law Center and
both Residential Colleges,
must now be evaluated.
The last plan identified
tornadoes, earthquakes and
straight line winds as highrisk disasters for the area.
Mullen said focusing on tornadoes and improving aware-
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ness are two targets he would
like to accomplish with the
research.
Tornadoes, Mullen said, are
considered a top priority for
the Oxford-University area.
Mullen said they hope to be
able to better understand tornadoes with the grant. In addition to evaluating the facilities on campus, Mullen said
the plan also encompasses
roadways, bridges, utilities
and “essentially everything
that makes the university
function.”
Kyle Bethay, a first-year
graduate student in civil engineering, will work on the plan
in the summer by evaluating
structures on campus.
“It’ll be interesting to see
how the older structures on
campus compare to the newer
structures and the cost differ-

ence between the buildings
that were built when the university first started versus the
buildings that have been built
in the last couple of years,”
Bethay said.
Civil engineering graduate
student Mamun Miah will
work on entering information
into the Hazus-MH database
system.
“Whenever a new project
comes we get excited,” Miah
said.
“To get this project is a
much more hands-on experience and a real feel.
“If we can do something
and make a difference, it will
feel like we have done something to defend and protect
our infrastructure on campus,
so there’s that extra incentive
to do this work (and) research
apart from getting the grant.”

Early look at 2013
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The university received its
first grant six years ago.
“The grant has put us in
a special relationship with
MEMA and FEMA,” Mullen
said.
The first plan consisted of
25 action plans, several of
which, like purchasing new
gas shut off valves and storm
shelters, have been completed.
“The operation side of
campus is sort of behind the
scenes, and this project brings
those people together,” Mullen said.
Mullen said he is excited
that the final output of the
project will be influenced by
their contributions.
The University of Mississippi’s mitigation plan is available to view at http://www.
olemiss.edu/orgs/ccep.
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BY JOSH CLARK
@dm_toons

We shouldn’t let television decide what the issues are
BY EMILY
STEDMAN
stedmanemil
@gmail.com

In the fall, several activist groups
were in a tizzy regarding an episode
of “Glee,” in which two leading couples (one heterosexual couple and one
same-sex couple) dealt with the issues
leading up to and arising from their
first sexual encounters.
It’s always interesting how these
things work out. The level of activism
and outrage is typically proportional to
how many people are driven to watch
the episode to see what all the hullabaloo is about.
In fact, in a day and age where PDA
and sex are thrown in our faces in every which way, that episode of “Glee”
was quite demure, romantic and even
modest.
This week, on an episode of “Pretty
Little Liars,” viewers witnessed two female teenagers expressing their affections for one another through heavy
petting and make-out sessions, culmi-

nating in some pretty hefty hints at a
sexual finale to the story.
Where was the uproar? Where was
the activism?
There seems to be an outdated double standard when it comes to shows
on basic cable (“Glee” on Fox) and
shows like “Pretty Little Liars,” which
airs on ABC Family.
With the rise of Hulu and DVR, the
time of day and network choice seems
to matter less and less. Television and
the Internet seem to force cultural issues and awareness upon us (and many
much-younger viewers), whether we’re
accepting it or not. These devices also
make it increasingly difficult for families to monitor their childrens’ intake,
while making it all the more important
for discussions of these topics to occur.
As students and young adults, we
often take these moments for granted.
We’re used to the inundation of im-

ages and sexualization of society. We
even poke fun at those around us who
appear sheltered or skittish when these
topics arise.
Many of us, however, struggle with
how to move in this world while balancing our religious beliefs and Southern values against shifting cultural
phenomena and taboos.
This isn’t just about homosexuality
either. Even curse words are taking less
and less heat these days. While it still
only takes one use of “the f-word” to
take a movie to an “R”-rating, producers and writers are getting away with
many more vulgarities deemed less offensive than that word before triggering a higher rating.
So, what are we to do?
Will some of us sit idly by and watch
the degradation of American culture,
while still others take to the streets in an
outrage, and even still others encour-
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age the expression and mindfulness?
Some would like for “gay rights” to
become the civil rights movement of
our time, and some argue that it already is. I worry that with the passive
progressivism of music, Internet and
TV, we might miss the opportunity to
take an active stance. I mean, why get
involved when TV appears to be doing all the work for us?
Discussion and debate are important. It’s important to know where
your friends stand and why they have
those views.
I encourage you to take these shows
and movies as a chance to develop your
views instead of just being a victim to
the choices executives and producers
in Los Angeles and New York City are
making for us.
Emily Stedman is a second-year law student from Marietta, Ga.
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Denying military members their day in court

BY BRITTANY SHARKEY
brittsharkey@gmail.com

In President Barack Obama’s
2012 State of the Union Address,
he carried a theme through the
speech, which earned him several standing ovations and should
have earned whoever wrote that
speech a significant raise.
Obama used the military
as a shining example of how
all Americans should behave
and pledged his support to our
troops, both by disengaging
from foreign wars and by providing vital medical and support
services once those service members return home. It’s a universally popular platform and one
any politician would be wise to
support.

Letter to the Editor
In Response to Trenton Winford’s “Pre-existing conditions
unfortunate, but should not be
covered,”
The Affordable Care Act is a
controversial piece of legislation
that seeks to address one of America’s most complex issues. This
short, one-sided article ignores aspects of the ACA that act to protect not just patients, but insurance
companies as well.
Whether or not you agree with
the individual mandate in the
ACA or the expansion of Medicaid, the ACA is written so that
insurance companies can afford
to provide coverage to patients
with pre-existing conditions. The

However, while this public
display of support for service
members was happening, some
political forces were, and are,
at play to hinder the rights of
service members and their families.
Members of the armed
forces are not allowed to sue
government-run hospitals or
government-employed doctors
for malpractice. An option that
is available to most every other
citizen is not afforded to the
people tasked with protecting
this country.
Currently, several cases challenging the extent of this doctrine
are being heard before various
circuit courts around the country. Given the well-established
body of law prohibiting these
kinds of suits from success, it is
unlikely anything will change. In
fact, what is more likely to occur
is an expansion of the doctrine
that would bar family members
of active service members who

are negligently treated from suing and expand the definition of
injuries sustained incident to active service.
It is a well-established principle, commonly known as the
Feres Doctrine, that an active
service member or his estate
cannot sue the United States
government for injury or death
that occurs while in active service. This is a continuation of
the basic principle every law student learns in his or her first-year
torts class, known as assumption
of the risk. Some activities are
inherently risky, and if someone
is fully informed of the risks associated with that activity, it is
difficult to hold someone else
liable for any injury suffered.
The Feres Doctrine is merely
an extension of that. Someone
who enlists in the armed forces
is aware of numerous potential
hazardous outcomes and therefore loses his or her ability to
sue the government for putting

individual mandate, which is to be
reviewed by the Supreme Court,
was created to expand the insurance pool (healthy individuals who
may normally forgo health insurance will be contributing to the
pool) and require every individual
to purchase/carry health insurance. That means that a person
cannot begin searching for insurance only once he or she becomes
sick or injured, which is why this
protection is impossible under current law. The two work simultaneously to ensure the survival of
insurance companies. The ACA
also protects those whose health
insurance is linked to employment.
Especially in a time of economic
instability, losing one’s job should
not result in the inability to receive
healthcare.

Secondly, your comparison of a
person’s life to the foundation of
a home is troubling. This couple
could have purchased a home that
did not have a foundation problem;
it is commonplace to have an appraisal before purchasing a home.
It’s safe to say that most people do
not choose to be sick, and bankruptcy should not be the result of
illness (70 percent of bankruptcies
filed in 2008 were due to healthcare costs). American citizens dying or going bankrupt because of
their inability to acquire health
insurance is more than “unfortunate”; it is deeply concerning.

University employees get 10% discount for lunch!

Zachery Newton
Freshman International Studies/Public Policy major from Picayune, Ms.

them into that situation.
In later cases, the Supreme
Court expanded the Feres doctrine to bar suits resulting from
negligent medical treatment by
military doctors and hospitals.
It was widely unpopular, and
Justice Scalia remains a vocal
opponent of those decisions.
However, with all of the law on
the books reflecting the Feres
Doctrine and its expansion, it is
difficult to overturn.
It makes sense that allowing malpractice suits could get
costly, both in the amount of
damages paid and the cost of
attorneys to represent the U.S.
in every claim. But to deny military personnel and their families
any recourse when medical malpractice is committed is infuriating. These people are willing
to make the ultimate sacrifice
to defend this country, and yet
politicians are willing to deny
them legal avenues open to everyone else. This practice is de-

The

spicable; when negligent medical care leads to injury or death,
the offending doctor or hospital
should always be held liable as
a preventive measure in future
incidents.
President Obama and other
politicians certainly should voice
their support for our troops.
However, that support is hollow
when the Feres Doctrine continues to expand under their watch.
Denying military members and
their families their day in court
when they have been injured
is wrong and absolutely unpatriotic. Politicians who say they
support our troops need to talk
less and do more, because there
is nothing more disappointing
than not giving military members the rights for which they are
willing to surrender their lives.
Brittany Sharkey is a second-year
law student from Oceanside, Calif.
Follow her on Twitter @brittanysharkey.
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Chronicling your dreams can lead to understanding

BY ANDREW DICKSON
addickso@olemiss.edu

Last spring I searched
through a bookshelf at Goodwill looking for new material.
I bought a stack of books, read
the ones that most interested
me and put the others aside.
I took many classes that
spring semester, finding my
Psychology 201 course most
intriguing, but despite being
immensely interested in the
material, I found myself longing for a better articulation of
how psychology could be applied to my everyday life.
Near the end of the semester I approached my psychol-

ogy teacher, Maureen Flynn,
asking her what classes I could
take or books I could read to
further my understanding.
After a brief conversation
regarding what I wanted to
learn and a short walk outside
Peabody Hall, she asked if I
had read “Man’s Search for
Meaning” by Viktor Frankl, a
Holocaust survivor who developed his theory of man’s will
to meaning from his experiences.
It then dawned on me that
professor Flynn was recommending one of the books I
had recently purchased from
Goodwill but put aside for a
later day. I knew exactly where
the book was and quietly excused myself from the conversation to go home and read it.
That peculiar sequence
sparked my interest in psychology, and that interest was
later parlayed into an interest

in Carl Jung and, more generally, the study of dreams — a
subject in which I had always
been interested but never was
able to think critically about
due to dreams’ fantastical nature; that’s where psychology
and the study of dream analysis come into play.
The subject matter found
in dreams is highly subjective
and always anecdotal, which
is why your dreams will only
make complete sense to you
but can serve as great metaphors for others. Many artists
mine their dreams for material — Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein” and Jack Kerouac’s
“Book of Dreams” come to
mind — but how can one
“keep” his or her dreams?
It’s fairly simple: write them
down.
For close to a year I have
been chronicling my dreams
in a dream journal.

It was difficult at first because my dreams seemed bizarre, and your dreams may,
too, but every day in our waking lives would seem bizarre if
we could only remember brief,
unrelated clips from them that
we were barely conscious to
observe, which is essentially
all you will remember from
your dreams if you choose not
to write them down and analyze them.
Every day when I wake up I
grab a pen and paper and take
note of what happened in my
dreams — the places I went,
the things I did, the people I
talked to. Sometimes what I
write down requires elaboration — other times it’s as simple as a matter of fact.
Writing down your dreams
aids memory by helping you
preserve details that would
otherwise be rapidly forgotten, no matter how memora-

ble they seemed originally.
But the best part about
chronicling your dreams is
learning to recognize and evaluate their content, so when
you dream your own “Frankenstein” you’ll know how to
capture it.
One day you’ll look over the
dreams you’ve logged and realize that you’ve got enough
material for the column (or
novel, screenplay, etc.) that
had before only existed in
your head.
With dreams being entirely
subjective, I can’t prove this
makes any sense, but I sure
hope it does. I had many inspirations for this column,
mainly Job 33:15. Look it up.
Your dreams are the most
intrinsic part of who you are;
keep them.
Andrew Dickson is a senior religious studies major from Terry.

Op-Ed: a leash does not equal control
BY NOLAN MCINTYRE
nmc8811@gmail.com

I would like to ask all of the
Oxford Police Depatment officers to please get on the same
page in regard to the Oxford
dog leash law.
For the greater majority of
the 11 months that I have had
my dog Cash, I’ve kept him on
a leash in Oxford like the law
demands. I have only allowed
him off leash after two separate OPD officers gave me their
permission to do so as long as
I maintained control over him
with the assistance of a remote
electronic training collar (Ecollar).

Both approvals were given to
me months ago and since then I
have exercised and maintained
control over Cash dozens of
times at Lamar Park. Both officers observed me and approved
of my handling of Cash off
leash. Each also agreed with
me that I had more control over
him with the E-collar.
The second officer even suggested, “I don’t think the law
is that big a deal as long as you
keep your dog well under control, which you clearly do.”
I agreed and did so dozens of
times without anyone complaining or animal control giving me
a fine (even after witnessing me
training him off leash). That
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was fine until I was stopped recently by one of Oxford’s notso-finest.
After the siren got my attention (a device designed for actual emergencies), I approached
his patrol car to ask if anything
was wrong, indeed a question
worth asking.
His unhelpful explanation
consisted of reading the sign at
the entrance of the park, “Dogs
must be kept on a leash at all
times.”
After I apologized and explained the confidence the other
officers gave me, he also agreed
with me; however, he unhelpfully asked me to obey the ordinance.
This same inaccurate ordinance was written without
regard to responsible pet owners. I propose it as inaccurate
for one simple reason: having a
dog on a leash does not mean
that the dog will be controlled.
Whether it is a 90-pound Ole
Miss cheerleader walking her
German shepherd, or a feeble
old man walking his aggressive
Shih Tzu on an expandable
leash, dogs can cause problems

if uncontrolled, regardless of
the restraint.
With this in mind, I am aware
that the American-made, waterproof, and nearly indestructible E-collar I use could suddenly malfunction and I could
lose control over my dog. The
point is that the responsibility
of whether a dog is under control or not is up to the owner.
There aren’t leash laws for
children at Lamar Park because
it is expected that parents maintain control over their kids. Dog
owners should be held to the
same standard. If at any point I
felt like I would endanger someone by letting my dog off the
leash, I’d do what was necessary
to take better control of him.
If that means put him on a
leash, then so be it. I don’t mean
to brag about my dog’s obedience, but instead offer it as an
example for perspective. I have
spent dozens of hours training
him to be obedient and I carefully use the E-training collar for
reinforcement and emergencies
so as to keep him under control
and out of harm.
In fact, he is so well trained

that I can direct him to relieve
himself on command so that
he doesn’t do it wherever he
chooses. For those of us who
have as much control over our
dogs as the average parent has
over their child, there should
be room within the ordinance
to allow us to let our dogs enjoy
the park and the lake.
The lake is meant to be swam
in and fished in, and not just
as an ornament to run around.
For those pet owners who aren’t
able to control their dogs off a
leash, there is a dog park next to
the airport for y’all to let your
domesticated friend run as wild
and uncontrolled as you wish
them to be.
Officers, until the ordinance
is reasonably changed from a
“leash law” to a “control your
dog law,” please prove to the
citizens of this town that you
have better things to do than
making sure every dog wears a
leash regardless of their obvious
good behavior.
And I mean all of that in a hypothetical context since I would
never really admit to breaking
the law.
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Americans elect changes Mississippi ballots
BY DEVIN HASLOB
devin.haslob@gmail.com

Mississippians across the
state are hoping to make the
ballot easier to use and understand with a presidential election just months away.
Americans Elect, a nonprofit organization that strives to
provide American voters with
the option to choose an individual president instead of a
party, has recently obtained
ballot access in Mississippi.
This will make Mississippi the
11th state to become certified
with the organization, whose
mission is to allow Americans

to “directly nominate their
choice for president,” according to the organization’s website.
The
organization
has
garnered
approximately
2,400,470 signatures, a figure that the organization said
is more than half of what it
needs to put the ticket on the
ballot nationwide, according
to its website.
“It could possibly get more
people involved in elections
and nominating processes, in
the political process in general, as just being a new alternative of some form,” said
Camille Lesseig, president of

the College Democrats at the
University of Mississippi.
Because neither party is able
to represent everyone’s views,
this could allow moderates
and others a wider range of
candidate selection when they
visit the ballot box, Lesseig
said.
However, there is a significant chance that if the proposal goes through, that it will
not change much about the
election process as a whole.
Most Americans make their
decisions according to which
party they favor, said Jonathan Winburn, assistant professor of political science and

director of the Social Science
Research Laboratory at Ole
Miss.
“In terms of us having a
voice in electing a person,
that’s what we do, but in reality, most people vote for the
party they like anyway,” he
said.
Winburn also said that people are more or less directly
electing their officials already.
“Right now, our primary
system is the most open it’s
ever been,” he said. “You go
and vote for Romney, Gingrich, Obama or whoever, and,
yes, technically there are delegates who make it formal, but

for all practical purposes we
are directly electing the candidates.”
As for Mississippi, and the
United States as a whole, there
is a possibility that the resolution would give voters an even
more democratic process and
mitigate hyper-partisanship.
Americans Elect is currently
working on ballot access and
signature gathering in 14 other states besides Mississippi.
The organization also has a
pending certification status in
both California and Hawaii.
If the organization is successful, it will have 27 states
on its ticket.

Overby Center promotes environ- Forward Together campaign
mental safety through film series reaches another milestone
OLE MISS SPORTS INFORMATION

BY MARY KELLEY ZELESKEY
marykelleyzeleskey@gmail.com

The Overby Center for
Southern Journalism and
Politics at the University of
Mississippi began an environmental film series on Feb. 1.
The three films, chosen by
the co-organizer Ann FisherWirth, English professor and
director of the interdisciplinary environmental studies
minor, and Andy Harper, director of Media and Documentary Projects, are “Blue
Gold: World Water Wars,”
“Gasland” and “Fresh.”
These films focus on different issues around the world,
including a lack of water on
earth and hydraulic fracturing.
However, one movie also
celebrates farmers and thinkers across America.
“I think these are issues that
we are all involved with — obviously water, food and fuel,”
Fisher-Wirth said.
“We need to know what the
issues are. We need to know
different points of view. We
need to know different peo-

ple’s stories and facts associated with these issues.”
The film “Blue Gold,” directed by Sam Bozzo, was the
first film shown and focused
on the human’s fight for survival due to a lack of water
around the world.
“I think the film presented
things from a unique perspective,” Ole Miss graduate John
Woods said.
The second film, “Gasland,”
will show March 7. Filmmaker Josh Fox covers the issue
of hydraulic fracturing, also
known as “fracking,” after he
was asked to lease his land for
drilling.
“Fresh,” produced and directed by Ana Sofia Joanes,
will be the third and final film
in the series.
Showing April 4, this film
explores the renovation of the
food system.
“Obviously all of these issues are really controversial,
but for us to pretend that they
are not important is foolish,”
Fisher-Wirth said.
To complete the series, environmental activist, biologist
and author Sandra Steingra-

get your morning fix

ber will speak on March 21 at
7 p.m. in the Overby Center
auditorium.
With a career that began in
researching the environmental links to cancer, Steingraber became involved in antifracking activism. Her lecture
will cover the human rights
dimensions of the environmental crisis.
Steingraber’s lecture is
sponsored by environmental studies, the UM Lecture
series, the Sally McDonnell
Barksdale Honors College,
the College of Liberal Arts,
the English, biology and public policy departments, the
Sarah Isom Center for Women and Gender Studies and
the Media and Documentary
Projects Center.
The film series as a whole
is sponsored by the interdisciplinary environmental studies
minor, the Media and Documentary Projects Center and
the College of Liberal Arts.
“Gasland” and “Fresh” will
both show in the Overby Center auditorium at 7 p.m. and
are free and open to the public.

Ole Miss athletics’ positive
momentum continues with
the announcement that the
Forward Together campaign
has reached $60 million.
“We have come a very long
way in a relatively short period of time,” Danny White,
UMAA Foundation executive
director, said. “Literally thousands have stepped forward in
support of the campaign. It’s
been extraordinary.
“The Ole Miss faithful realize that this is a defining moment for our program. We
have a tremendous opportunity to show our peers in the
SEC and those throughout
the country that Ole Miss is
a premier program, dedicated
to winning championships.”
With more than one third
of the $150 million campaign
goal raised since the launch
on Aug. 9, 2011, Rebel supporters have demonstrated
overwhelming support for the
largest and most comprehensive fundraising campaign in
the history of Ole Miss athletics.
“This campaign has galvanized the fan base,” Chancel-

lor Dan Jones said. “We are
grateful to see the flood of
support that has poured in
over the last six months. We
are in the midst of a monumental investment in the future of our athletics program
— one that demonstrates our
unequivocal commitment to
excellence. It’s great to witness the strength of the Rebel
family moving forward together.”
Contributions to the campaign can be made by committing to a CGA in select
seating areas of Vaught-Hemingway Stadium and/or the
new arena. The Vaught Society and Five Star Fund provide opportunities for those
interested in making an additional contribution or a donation without committing to a
CGA.
For more information,
please visit www.forwardtogetherrebels.com or contact
the UMAA Foundation at
(662) 915-7159. For details on
the Vaught Society or Naming
Rights opportunities, please
ask to speak with a member
of the major gifts staff.
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PHOTO CREDIT FROM LEFT TOP TO BOTTOM RIGHT:
QUENTIN WINSINTE, FORREST SMITH,
QUENTINE WINSTINE, AUSTIN MCAFEE, FORREST SMITH

TOP LEFT: Nic Lott, the first black ASB president, speaks to a crowd in the Student Union on Thursday to open up Black History Month at the University of Mississippi. TOP MIDDLE: Marie Wicks receives first alternate for Miss University.
RIGHT: Kayla Snow, Miss University 2012, walks on stage in her evening gown. MIDDLE BOTTOM: Alley Daily won best swimsuit at the Miss University Pageant. LEFT BOTTOM: Kimberly Thompson sings “Make You Feel My Love.”
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Recruiting class grades: The offense
BY BENNETT HIPP
jbhipp@olemiss.edu

Quarterback
Signees: Bo Wallace, Maikhail Miller (Greyshirt from
last year’s class)
Grade: C+
Ole Miss failed to sign a
true high school quarterback
in this class, but brought in
the NJCAA Offensive Player
of the Year in Bo Wallace who
has three years of eligibility
left. Miller greyshirted from
the 2011 class and enrolled
in January. He’s a developmental player who will need
time before competing for the
starting job. Wallace should
immediately compete for the
starting job, but it hurt to not
land either Anthony Alford
or Jeremy Liggins, who committed to Southern Miss and
LSU, respectively.
Running Back
Signees: Kenno Loyal,
I’Tavius Mathers, Jaylen Walton
Grade: B+
The Rebels badly needed to
land big-time running backs

and did so by landing three in
this class. Mathers is the best
of the bunch and will have
the chance to carry the load
for Ole Miss right off the bat.
He’ll be the best every-down
option once he gets on campus. Walton is a scatback-type
and will compete for carries in
that role with Jeff Scott. Loyal
is a bigger running back that
could fill the short yardage
role down the road. The Rebels could have probably used
a fourth back in this class, but
athletes Quintavius Burdette
and Mike Hilton and could
end up carrying the ball as
well, if they don’t play in the
secondary.
Wide Receiver
Signee: Cody Core
Grade: CReceiver wasn’t a big need
for Ole Miss after the large
number of receivers signed
in the 2011 recruiting class.
With that said, the Rebels
vigorously pursued the top
junior college receiver in the
country in Cordarrelle Patterson, but he signed with
Tennessee. The only receiver
the Rebels signed was Core,

a 6-foot-3, 180-pounder who
was committed to Troy before
Ole Miss came calling.
Offensive Line
Signees: Darone Bailey (Junior college), Pierce Burton
(Junior college), Robert Conyers, Ben Still.
Grade: B+
With Bradley Sowell graduating and Bobby Massie
declaring early for the NFL
draft, Ole Miss badly needed
to land at least one tackle that
could start immediately. Burton, who chose Ole Miss over
an offer from Florida, among
others, is that player. He’ll
be expected to lock down the
starting left tackle position
beginning in spring practice.
Bailey is coming off of a
knee injury, but could push
to start at a guard spot and
provides quality depth. Conyers is an athletic high school
tackle that Ole Miss can develop, and Still projects to
play inside at the next level,
presumably at guard. Overall, it’s a very solid group that
could have been an “A” with
another high school lineman
in the group.

PHOTO COURTESY EAST MISSISSIPPI COMMUNITY COLLEGE SID

East Mississippi C.C. quarterback Bo Wallace
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Recruiting class grades: The defense
ous class, it is still an area of need,
with no proven options, that was
not addressed in this class outside
of Gross.
Defensive End
Signees: Channing Ward, Kameroon Wood (Greyshirt from last
year’s class), John Youngblood
Grade: A
Ward is the jewel of Freeze’s
first recruiting class. One of the
best, if not the best player in Mississippi, he looks to step in and be
an impact pass rusher for a defense that managed only 13 sacks
this past season. As a senior at Aberdeen, he recorded 117 tackles
and 16 sacks.

BY AUSTIN MILLER
thedmsports@gmail.com

Defensive Tackle
Signee: Issac Gross
Grade: B
At 6’3” and 275 pounds, Gross
is undersized for a defensive tackle, but he will push for playing
time at either defensive tackle or
defensive end because of a great
first step and high motor.
Once he adds some strength
and bulk to his frame, he will
develop into a stalwart defensive
tackle for the Rebels. Despite hitting this position hard in the previ-

Wood and Youngblood are
high-energy, high-motor guys
that, if nothing else, provide
depth at the position. This group
could have been an “A+” if Ole
Miss had landed North Pike’s A.J.
Jefferson, who signed with Mississippi State.
Linebacker
Signees: Temario Strong
Grade: CListed as a defensive end by
both Scout.com and Rivals.com,
Strong is projected to play linebacker at the next level. Ole Miss
returns plenty of depth with Mike
Marry, Serderius Bryant and
Keith Lewis, as well as hybrid de-

fensive end/linebacker players in
D.T. Shackelford and C.J. Johnson.
Despite this depth, the Rebels
missed on a lot of guys at this position. Beniquez Brown and Richie
Brown both announced their decisions yesterday and signed with
Mississippi State, and Khalid
Henderson and Joseph Jackson
signed with Kentucky and North
Carolina, respectively.
Defensive Back
Signees: Dehendret Collins (junior college), Trae Elston
Grade: C+
Elston was a huge signing day
pick-up for Freeze and his staff,

committing to Ole Miss over LSU
and Oklahoma State.
Listed as a safety on Rivals.com
and a cornerback on Scout.com,
he could play either or both positions at the college level.
Collins steps in from the junior
college ranks and provides immediate depth at a position of
need. This grade could have been
higher if the Rebels had landed
Sheldon Dawson, an athlete from
Memphis who signed with Georgia.
The wild cards in this group are
Burdette and Hilton, who may
play on the other side of the ball
for the Rebels.

Ole Miss in comparison: SEC final team recruiting rankings
Rivals.com

Scout.com

PHOTOS COURTESY BRANDON SPECK

TOP: South Panola defensive tackle Issac
Gross. BOTTOM: Aberdeen defensive end
INFOGRAPHIC BY CAIN MADDEN | The Daily Mississippian

The numbers above the logo represent national ranking.
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For tickets and show info, visit www.thelyricoxford.com Lyric Box Office open Wed-Sat and days of show 12-5
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.

PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Testing... Limited Ultrasound...
Facts, Options and Support... Free and
Confidential.
wwwpregnancyoxford.
com 234-4414

Full-time
hAIRSTYLIST NEEDED Call Kevin
Crawford 662-281-1234 or cell 662550-0038

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.

BARTENDING $250/ Day Potential
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. 1-800-965-6520 Ext 155

- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Part-time

studentpayouts.com Paid Survey
Takers Needed In Oxford. 100% FREE
To Join! Click On Surveys.
Old Venice Now Hiring Hostesses
& Servers. Applicants need to be bright,
enthusiastic and friendly. Apply in person. 662-236-OVPC
Students- Earn Extra Cash
Concessions and Catering Help for Ole
Miss Rebels Athletic Events Email april.
adams@centerplate.com for more information or call (662)915-3451

Wanted to Buy
Buying Coins: All American Coins
pre-1964. Office Hours M-Sat 3-7 pm.
Set up an Appt.
Lacasado@olemiss.edu
(904)3154832

Pets for Adoption
Lab/Blue Heeler mix
puppies

Free too good, loving homes ONLY. 14
weeks old; big beautiful puppies! Will
deliver. Serious inquires ONLY. Pictures
available upon request. Call 901-2303113 (please leave a voice mail if no
answer) or email tbump1967@gmail.
com.

Homes for Sale
FOR SALE LARGE home divided into
3 apartments READY TO RENT - great
investment property. Walking distance
to Campus and Square. 1/2 acre lot.
Private Parking. $289K. (662)202-7889

Apartment for Rent
SUBLEASE 1 BD/1 BA apt. available
for spring semester. $759 w/ Cable & Internet included. Pet friendly. (662)6143152

FOLLOW US ANYWHERE
TWITTER/DM_SPORTS
TWITTER/DM_NEWS

Aaa self storage

Climate and non-climate units 5x5 to
10x20 closest to campus 662-513-0199
www.myoxfordstorage.com
Available Now Female only: 1 BR of
2 BR apt. Rent $615. Private bedroom &
bathroom shared kitchen & living room.
Close to Jackson Ave. & the Square.
Call with questions (301)602-8126

House for Rent
For rent LARGE home divided into
3 apartments. 4 bed, 4 bath, 3 kitchens,
2 wash/ dry, PetSafe underground dog
fence, private parking, huge back yard.
Walk to Square and Campus. Utilities
included. Will rent entire house or individual units. (662)202-7889
3BDR/3BA house 8 Davis Springs.
$950 a month; WSG included. Call
James R. Davis at (662)513-0011.
3bd/ 2.5 bth aspen ridge Available
now, furnished. $1200. 3BD/3BTH 1006
Creekside $900 2BD/1BTH $550 Lafayette Land (662)513-0011

Room for Rent
Room for rent Bedroom in house
on 1 acres wooded lot, full house access, non-smoker.
j.toddnewton@yahoo.com

Condo for Rent
3 Br, 2 Ba, Fully furnished condo at
The Park (one Br furnished as an office
with sleeper sofa). Close to Square and
campus. Washer/ Dryer, Pool, Fitness
Center. Cable/ Internet included. All utilities except electricity. $1000 per month
for 12 month lease or $1200 for month
to month. (601)896-3817

Weekend Rental
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Miscellaneous

The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

RATES:

02.03.12

weekend rentals Football availability online now. www.oxfordtownhouse.com/
EventAvailability.aspx
(662)801-6692
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TODAY’SMAZE

solution,
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

sUdOKU
SUDOKU© Puzzles by Pappocom

HOW TO PLAY
HOw TO PLAY

Complete the grid so
complete the grid so
that every row, column
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats
no repeats

DIFFICULTY LEVEL
diFFicULTY LEVEL

7/21/2010
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Fine
con Brio
Forte
maestro
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Vivo
Ad Libitum

con Forza
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meno
Poco
cantabile
con moto
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molto
ritardando
sharp
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Allegro
scale
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Early look at 2013 recruiting: 10 prospects to watch

sports briefs
Sixth-Ranked Wildcats Too Much For
Rebels

02.03.12

at the ITA Kick-Off Weekend
in Tallahassee, Fla., last weekend.
The Kinrooi, Belgium, native won both her singles
matches in dramatic fashion
to clinch 4-3 wins for the Rebels against No. 29 Texas A&M
and No. 18 Florida State, leading the team to their first National Team Indoor Final 16
appearance since 2000.
Saturday’s match was only
Vlaar’s fourth of the year after having wrist surgery in the
offseason. She trailed 4-2 in
the third set against A&M’s
Janine Erasmus and won three
straight games to go ahead 5-4
before winning a tiebreaker.
Sunday, she trailed 5-3 in the
second set, down a set, and rallied to win it 6-0 in the third
to clinch the team’s spot in the
Final 16.
The Rebels were the only
team outside the Top 25 and
one of only three away teams
to win this weekend.

LEXINGTON, Ky. – The Ole
Miss women’s basketball team
fell at No. 6 Kentucky Thursday
night, 82-41.
With the loss, Ole Miss fell to 1211 (2-9 SEC) while No. 6 Kentucky
improved to 21-2 (10-0 SEC).
Courtney Marbra led Ole Miss
with seven points while four players
each recorded six for the Rebels.
Danielle McCray and Monique
Jackson each grabbed a team-high
six rebounds.
Kentucky’s defense forced Ole
Miss to commit a season-high 36
turnovers, turning into 39 points
for the Wildcats. The game also
marked the first time since March
7, 2008 that an opponent held Ole
Miss without a player in double
figures.
The Wildcats led 10-4 at the
first media timeout but out of the
timeout, the Rebels used a 10-2
run sparked from a basket from
Tia Faleru to go ahead 14-12 with
Blake Morris To
13:20 to play in the first half.
After a layup from Monique Compete In The Jones
Jackson to tie the game at 16-16, Cup Invitational
the Kentucky went on a 15-2 run
to go ahead, 31-18, with 4:53 reOle Miss freshman men’s
maining.
golfer
Blake Morris has qualiAt the half, Kentucky led, 37-23.
fied
to
compete in the prestiValencia McFarland and Jackson
gious
Jones
Cup Invitational
led Ole Miss at the half with four
this
weekend
at
the Ocean Forpoints each while Danielle Mcest
Club
in
Sea
Island,
Ga.
Cray had a team-best five boards.
The
Jones
Cup
Invitational
is
The Rebels shot 41.7 percent (10considered
the
top
pre-qualifier
24) from the floor while the Wildcats shot 30.0 percent (12-40) but for the Walker Cup, the biKentucky went 11-15 from the annual match between the top
free throw line while Ole Miss shot United States and European
amateur golfers. The tourna2-5.
Coming out of the half, Ole ment features many of the top
Miss cut the lead to 10, 37-27, on amateur and collegiate golfers
a pair of free throws from Faleru from around the world.
Morris finished third in the
with 19:27 to play but Kentucky
qualifying
event, posting a
went on a 15-3 run to push ahead
1-over
73
score
to earn a spot
55-32 with 13:50 remaining in the
in
the
tournament.
game.
The Waterbury, Conn., native
has gotten off to a solid start
Rebel Netters
for the Rebels in his debut seaLook To Maintain
Momentum At Texas son. The true freshman played
in four of five tournaments in
Tech
the fall portion of the schedule,
Riding high after a successful posting a 73.50 stroke average.
ITA Kick-Off Weekend, the Ole Prior to arriving at Ole Miss,
Miss women’s tennis team looks to Morris had a successful career
maintain momentum as it heads to in the junior ranks, finishing in
Lubbock, Texas, this weekend to the top 50 in the AJGA Polo
face Texas Tech Saturday at 5 p.m. Golf Rankings and earning
FCWT All-American honors.
at the Lubbock Country Club.
The Rebels (4-0) moved up to
No. 23 in this week’s ITA National Rifle Breaks School
Rankings after defeating then-No. Record
29 Texas A&M and No. 18 Florida
A new month of competiState in Tallahassee last weekend
tion
results in a new school reto advance to the ITA National
cord
in air rifle. The No. 7 Ole
Team Indoor Final 16.
Miss Rebels responded from
Vivian Vlaar
a heartbreaking one-point deNamed SEC Player
feat to Air Force on Sunday
by shooting a school record in
Of The Week
the air Wednesday to defeat
Ole Miss women’s tennis GARC foe No. 11 Memphis,
sophomore Vivian Vlaar has 4647-4628, at the Patricia C.
been named the SEC Player of Lamar National Guard Readithe Week for her performance ness Center.

With the passing of National Signing Day 2012, schools have already turned their focus toward the
2013 class. Here are 10 prospects (listed alphabetically) who look to figure prominently into Ole
Miss’ 2013 recruiting efforts, including the Rebels’ first commitment, Davion Johnson from Byhalia.
BY BENNETT HIPP
jbhipp@olemiss.edu

Safety Antonio Connor
Connor is the next big-time
talent to come out of South Panola High School and will likely
be a consensus five-star prospect
in the 2013 recruiting class. He
played both ways for the Tigers
in 2011, suiting up at running
back, safety and returning kicks.
Connor projects as a safety at
the next level and recorded 89
tackles and four interceptions
as a sophomore in 2010. He
has early offers from Alabama,
Mississippi State, Ole Miss and
Texas A&M, among others.
Running back Mark Dodson
Ole Miss head coach Hugh
Freeze plans on hitting Memphis hard in recruiting, and
Dodson is one of those players he’ll want to land out of
the city. The Rebels still need
running backs, and the 5’9,”
175-pound Dodson would fit
well in Freeze’s offense. Dodson
and another early Ole Miss target, wide receiver Gerald Perry,
both attend Whitehaven High
School, where Ole Miss tight
ends coach/recruiter Maurice
Harris is a former coach. He
claims early offers from Memphis, Mississippi State and Ole
Miss.
Quarterback Khadarel
Hodge
The cousin of former Ole
Miss standout wide receiver
Shay Hodge, Khadarel Hodge
has made a name for himself as
one of the top athletes in Mississippi for 2013. As a junior
at Mendenhall High School,
he passed for more than 1,600
yards and 19 touchdowns and
rushed for over 1,300 yards and
17 touchdowns. While he plays
quarterback in high school,
some schools see him as more
of a wide receiver at the next
level.
Offensive Lineman Davion Johnson
Johnson is an imposing figure at 6’4,” 315 pounds and is
thought to be one of the top
linemen in the state for 2013.
He recently committed to Ole
Miss after last weekend’s elite
junior day on campus, the first
2013 commitment for Freeze.
He projects to play offensive
tackle at the next level.
Linebacker Justin Lucas
Lucas is the teammate of recent Ole Miss signee Channing
Ward and is one of the best linebackers in Mississippi for 2013.
After only signing one linebacker in the 2012 class (Temario
Strong), expect the Rebels to
go hard after a good number of
them next year. He’s a little undersized at 5’10,” 218 pounds
but makes up for that with very
good speed. Lucas and one

of his Aberdeen High School
teammates, running back Chico
Harris, both attended last weekend’s elite junior day.
Offensive Lineman Deon
Mix
Another South Panola product, Mix claims an impressive
early offer list with offers from
Alabama, Mississippi State, Ole
Miss, Purdue and Southern
Miss, among others. At 6’5,”
305 pounds, he projects to play
offensive tackle at the collegiate
level.
Running Back Kailo
Moore
One of the fastest players in
the country for 2013, Moore
rushed for more than 1,400
yards and 19 touchdowns as
a junior at West Bolivar in
Rosedale. He was committed
to Ole Miss at one point but
opened things back up after the
coaching change. Moore claims
early offers from Alabama, Mississippi State, Ole Miss, Oregon
and Southern Miss.
Defensive Lineman Robert Nkemdiche
Nkemdiche is undoubtedly
the top player in the state of
Georgia and will most likely
be ranked as the top player in
the entire country in 2013. He
stands at 6’5,” 271 pounds, and
runs a 4.6 40-yard dash. He
recorded 19 sacks and, on the
other side of the ball, rushed
for 528 yards and 17 touchdowns as a junior at Grayson
High School in Loganville, Ga.
Nkemdiche is a physical freak
who could play defensive end,
defensive tackle or linebacker in
a 3-4 scheme at the next level.
While Alabama is thought to be
his early leader, Ole Miss signed
his older brother, Denzel, in the
2011 signing class.

PHOTO COURTESY GWINNETT DAILY POST

Grayson, Ga. defensive end Robert
Nkemdiche

Running back Ashton
Shumpert
Shumpert rushed for more
than 900 yards and eight touchdowns as a junior, despite missing a few games due to injury.
The 6’2,” 205-pounder from
Tupelo claims early offers from
Alabama, Mississippi State and
Ole Miss. The Rebels are in on
a lot of running backs in 2013,
and Shumpert is close to the top
of that list.
Running Back Jordan
Wilkins
Yes, another running back.
Wilkins could potentially be the
best player in the Memphis area
for 2013 and has the early offer
list to back that statement up.
He claims early offers from Mississippi State, Ole Miss, Tennessee, Purdue and Vanderbilt,
among others. As a junior at St.
Benedict in Cordova, Wilkins
rushed for more than 1,600
yards and 25 touchdowns.
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Rebels go on the road Saturday against Alabama
BY DAVID HENSON
dahenson@olemiss.edu

After a week off, the Ole
Miss men’s basketball team
will return to the court Saturday, traveling to Tuscaloosa to
take on the Alabama Crimson
Tide. In their last game this
past Saturday, the Rebels held
off South Carolina for a 6662 win in Oxford. Head coach
Andy Kennedy said he thinks
the week off came at a perfect
time for his team.
“I think the timing of this
is pretty good based on where
we are physically, and with
where we are in the schedule,
it allows us to get a break and
rest before moving forward,”
he said.
Freshman guard Jarvis Summers said he used the week
off to prepare his body for the
back half of the SEC slate.
“I was able to rest my legs
and my knees, but it’s still a
grind, and we got to get back
on this,” he said. “I am ready
to finish up strong.”
In preparation for Alabama, Kennedy said he sees
a lot of familiarities between

Half Poboy + side
$6
Daily Lunch Special

centage (.373).
“They haven’t shot the ball
as well as, I am sure, Anthony Grant would have liked,”
Kennedy said at his weekly
press conference Thursday.
“They have struggled to score
at times, and it makes the
margin of mistakes that much
smaller. I think you have two
teams that take on a similar
mindset, and we will just have
to see who executes it the best.
It comes down to limiting
your turnovers, and they are a
team that is going to pressure
you.”
Ole Miss and Alabama
come into the game with
identical 14-7 overall records.
The Rebels have won three
of their last four and sit in a
three-way tie for fourth place
at 4-3 in league play, while
the Crimson Tide snapped a
four-game losing streak to improve to 3-4 in league play. In
Jerry Palm’s (CBS Sports) latest bracket projection (Feb. 1),
Alabama is a No. 8 seed and
Ole Miss is a No. 12 seed.
“They have a lot of the
same guys back that took
them to 12-4 in the league last

Half Pasta + side
$6
Daily Lunch Special

Live Music:

Friday Night - Elmo & The Shades
Saturday Night - The Litigant
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in field-goal percentage (.394) four years that he has been at
while the Crimson Tide ranks Alabama.”
second in the league and sixth
The guard play from Alanationally in field-goal per- bama has also caught the eye

“R e m i x e d ”

Ladies’ Night Tonight
LADIES: NO COVER!!!

Drink and shot specials all night
please drink responsibly

Crawfish next Thursday

of Kennedy.
“Trevor Releford is a key to
the game,” he said. “With his
ball speed and his ability to
get to the basket, he is one of
those guys who has the ability
to weave through traffic and
you look up and he’s at the
rim. We will have to do a good
job of staying in front of him.
And then, they are counting
on some young guys as we are
on making some perimeter
shots.”
Home Sweet Home
When the Rebels face off
Saturday in Tuscaloosa, junior guard Nick Williams will
be doing so against his home
state. The Mobile, Ala., native
said he is looking forward to
returning.
“I am real excited to be
going back to Alabama and
playing against some former
AAU teammates (JaMycal
Green and Andrew Steele)
and in front of some friends
and family.”
While growing up in Alabama, Williams said he didn’t
really cheer for any one team
and didn’t even get into basketball until the eighth or
ninth grade.
“I was busy playing baseball and football,” he said. “I
was a tight end in football and
played third base in baseball.
I am a huge baseball fan.”
While Williams and the
Rebels are in Tuscaloosa they
hope to accomplish something
that seems to be getting harder and harder in college athletics: going on the road and
getting a win. Last time on
the road, Ole Miss survived a
late Georgia rally to win 6663 and also notched road wins
at DePaul and Penn State last
December.
“I think a lot of it has to do
with atmosphere,” Williams
said of playing on the road.
“Fans don’t understand how
big of a part of the game they
bring.”
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Junior guard Nick Williams shoots a jumper in Saturday’s 66-62 win against South Carolina. William is tied with senior Terrance Henry for the team lead in scoring (13.1) ppg in
SEC games.

Kennedy shared similar sentiments with Williams about
the challenges for the road
team.
“Proximity, home court,
noise and energy are all going
for the home team,” he said.
“The home team has a famil-
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iarity, as it relates to practicing in that gym making shots
every day. We will be in (Alabama’s gym) Saturday before
the game for a little bit for a
shoot-around, and that’s the
extent of it until the game.
“More than anything, I
think it’s just the emotion and
the comfort; the home team
just plays with a better sense
of comfort and understanding
of what is going on. Over the
course of the game, you can
overcome it if you play well.
I have always said, though,
you are never going to back
your ways into victories on the
road, especially in the SEC,
and I think numbers reflect
that.”

